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EDUCATION

SUMMARY

I'm an ambitious Data Scientist who loves solving complex problems by using
data-driven approach and effectively presenting gathered insights with the
help of interactive data visualizations. I have over two years of experience in
Data Science gained at LinkedIn, PwC and research company related to
University of Warsaw.
University of Gdansk | Master's Degree

2018 – 2020

University of Warsaw | Bachelor's Degree

2015 – 2018

Informatics and Econometrics – Big Data Analysis
Interdisciplinary Economic-Managerial Studies

Now

PwC

Data Scientist

7 months

Gdansk, Poland

I mainly focus on the development of data analysis application combining different technologies
such as D3.js and Flask – it consists of many custom, interactive visualizations created from

WORK EXPERIENCE

Nov 2019
Sep 2019
Jul 2019

scratch as well as animations that can be controlled by user.

LinkedIn

Data Science Intern

3 months

Dublin, Ireland

I was leveraging unique LinkedIn's datasets to verify the value of networks and job seeking
behaviors at the individual and aggregate level, explore the potential to forecast migration flows
in the near future and prepare valuable insights for policymakers.

PwC

Junior Data Analyst
Aug 2018

11 months

Gdansk, Poland

I was writing code for various purposes, such as data analysis, data extraction and generation of
dummy data. I have also created a process data mining tool with interactive charts and
animations that was very well-received both by senior management and PwC's clients.

DELab UW

Junior Data Scientist

12 months

Warsaw, Poland

I have gained a wide Data Science experience during my work at Digital Economy Lab – I wrote

Aug 2017

several scrapers of job offers from different websites (Future of Work project), created a couple
of web applications and interactive visualizations and comprehensively analyzed various datasets.

BARTOSZ PRUSINOWSKI

AWARDS

CERTIFICATES

OTHER SKILLS

TECH SKILLS

bartoszprusinowski1@gmail.com
https://bartoszprusinowski.com
Data visualization
JavaScript, R, Power BI

Data analysis

Web scraping

Web development

D3.js, ggplot2

pandas, numpy, tidyverse

Python, R, SQL

Selenium

Python

Python, HTML, CSS

Statistics

Storytelling

Problem solving

Languages

Statistical modelling –
classification, regression

Public speaking,
presentation skills

Creativity, curiosity to find
the root of the problem

Polish,
English

Flask, Bootstrap

JavaScript & Angular

2019

Advanced Python

2019

Bottega IT Minds

InfoShare Academy

Winner of Lingaro Data Visualization Contest

February 2020

Awarded for the best data-driven story about Oscars.

Rector's Scholarship | University of Gdansk

2019 – 2020

Awarded to the top 10% of students in a given academic year.

Reading books

HOBBIES

I love reading books – especially science-fiction.

Snowboarding

I learned how to snowboard almost 10 years ago and it's by far my favorite kind of sports activity.

Data storytelling & visualization

I'm really passionate about telling compelling data-driven stories with the help of creative, interactive data
visualizations.

